KITCHEN GRANULES CLOG REMOVER

DESIGNED TO DESTROY TOUGH, GREASY KITCHEN CLOGS

BEST ON GREASE
WORKS FAST
SAFE ON ALL PIPES
WHERE AND HOW IT WORKS

WHERE IT WORKS
Use it in your kitchen drain.
NOTE: If your kitchen sink has a garbage disposal, do not use Drano® Kitchen Granules. For a clog try Drano® Max Gel® and for drain odor try Drano® Dual-Force Foamer.

HOW IT WORKS
Drano® Kitchen Granules has a powerful formula that heats water to quickly melt grease clogs in your kitchen sink. It’s designed to destroy your tough, greasy kitchen clogs guaranteed! If you’re not satisfied, it’s free*. Clogs happen, but with Drano®, you and your drains are unstoppable.

PRODUCT FEATURES

Safe for all pipes and septic tanks

Best on grease clogs

Works in 15 minutes
**DIRECTIONS**

1. **CLEAR**
   Remove the remaining stagnant water from the kitchen sink with a sponge. If possible, remove drain strainer.

2. **POUR**
   Pour 3 heaping tablespoons of Drano® Kitchen Granules in the kitchen drain. Do not use more than instructed.

3. **ADD WATER**
   Immediately pour 2 cups of hot but not boiling water in the drain.

4. **WAIT**
   Allow the product to work for 15 minutes.

5. **FLUSH**
   After 15 minutes, flush/rinse thoroughly with cold water.

6. **REPEAT, IF NEEDED**
   If drain is still clogged, repeat steps one through five. If the problem persists after the second application, consult a plumber.

**NOTE:** If your kitchen sink has a garbage disposal, do not use Drano® Kitchen Granules. For a clog try Drano® Max Gel and for drain odor try Drano® Dual-Force Foamer.
**PRECAUTIONS**

Do not mix this product with any other product.

Do not use this product if you have recently treated this clog with a different product.

Do not exceed the dosage as it can cause stagnation or permanent pipe clogging.

Suitable for drain cleaning only.

Do not use with a plunger, do not apply in the toilet, do not use in the bath or in shower.

Do not pour the product in stagnant water or cold water.

Do not use the product if the clog is caused by paper, plastic, or metal objects; do not use in pressurized drain openers or garbage disposals as splash back of lye can occur.

Keep product off of all surfaces, fixtures, and utensils made all or in part of aluminum, stainless steel, wood, paint, acrylic or fiberglass.

Keep hands, face, and clothing away from drain and children away from the sink area.

---

**BROWSE MORE PRODUCTS**

**OR FIND THE FIX FOR YOUR CLOG USING THE DRANO® SOLUTION FINDER.**

---

**MAX GEL CLOG REMOVER**

**KITCHEN GRANULES CLOG REMOVER**

**DUAL-FORCE® FOAMER CLOG REMOVER**

**LIQUID DRAIN CLEANER**

---

**MAX GEL CLOG REMOVER**

**KITCHEN GRANULES CLOG REMOVER**

**DUAL-FORCE® FOAMER CLOG REMOVER**

**LIQUID DRAIN CLEANER**
CLOGS HAPPEN
BE PREPARED WITH THESE CLOG-BUSTING TIPS AND TRICKS!

5 SMART WAYS TO PREVENT HAIR CLOGS IN THE SHOWER

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS